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Quick Hit — Trade From Away
We trade more than our fair share of bonds at National Bank Financial. So I don’t necessarily hear “traded away” all that often on
the desk. But “trade from away”—that is, buying and selling interest originating from non-residents—well that’s another story entirely.
We were served up Q3 domestic bond trading stats the other day, and as always, there were plenty of interesting nuggets if you went
digging. Let’s start at the highest possible level: total trading volumes (industry wide, covering all sectors, and including exchanges
between all dealers, brokers and clients… be they domestic or international). During the third quarter of 2017, $3.08 trillion of
Canadian bonds traded hands. That works out to an average daily volume of just under $50 billion. So ya, our market is fairly liquid.
Strictly speaking, total quarterly volumes were off some 7% vs Q2. That was, however, a much smaller drop-off that what one would
typically expect to see during the summer quarter, when concentrated holidays and a related slowdown in primary supply tends to
result in double-digit declines in secondary flow. Fact is, third quarter volumes easily surpassed the max Q3 level established during
the prior decade. When we control for established/stable seasonal patterns in the data, our estimate of seasonally adjusted total
trading volumes stands a healthy 9% above the prior quarter… bringing to seven the number of consecutive quarters where seasonally
adjusted volumes expanded. Refer to Chart 1 for an illustration of raw and seasonally adjusted trading volumes.
What of the non-resident trading volumes? Well, their contribution was easy enough to see in Q3. Bucking the broader trend, nonresident volumes (across all sectors) actually edged a bit higher vs Q2, setting a new high-water mark for a third quarter. At $542
billion, trading in Canadian bonds by non-residents accounted for 17.6% of total trading in Q3. But here again, the underlying story is
even more compelling. Strip out the considerable amount of trading that gets done via broker systems, between dealers or within a
given bank and you’re left with a much better measure of client business. And it’s here when the non-resident influence is hard to
ignore, accounting for roughly one-third of secondary market business (our estimate for the industry as a whole).
Trade with internationals has long been concentrated in Canadas and Q3 was no exception; 0-10 year GoC bonds accounted for 85%
of non-res volumes last quarter. Fair to say that record sovereign supply (linked, in part, to federal deficits) and a noted re-pricing
of Canadian rates (as the Bank of Canada delivered a couple of rate hikes during the quarter) has spurred greater turnover, regardless
of where a counterparty resides. Here’s a stat for you: non-resident trading of GoC bonds in Q3 eclipsed the combined amount of
trade in provincial, municipal, financial, corporate, ABS and maple bonds that was carried out industry wide. Notwithstanding this
noted GoC concentration, non-residents are becoming more and more important players in other segments of the market. You can
see this on new issue buyer lists and you can likewise observe it in secondary trading stats (Chart 2). The non-resident share of trading
in federal crown bonds (notably CMB) jumped in Q3, with internationals likewise more active traders of provincial and corporate
paper during the quarter. In our municipal bond market, non-residents have also become much more active; their Q3 trade in munis
was more than double the corresponding 2016:Q3 tally, with year-to-date volumes spiking some 40% higher.
Suffice it to say, more and more of our bond market counterparties tend to be located in faraway corners of the globe (or least
beyond our national borders). And in much the same way that a community or an economy draws strength from diversity, so too
might our bond market benefit from the incremental breadth and depth of distribution, additional sources of liquidity and more
efficient price discovery that an engaged non-resident investor base provides… particularly if they’re willing and able to lend out
their growing mountain of bonds!

Chart 2: Beyond GoC, non-res trading share rises
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Chart 1: Seasonally adjusted volumes on the rise
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